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The Universe is constantly changing and adapting to your individual & collective
subconscious beliefs and feelings. Moment by moment it is altering & shifting according
to the unconscious energy, focus, and will that you are sending out into it.
Jose Silva of the Silva Method talks about past, present, and future realities. The future,
which is prophecy, is always changing and is always up for change. This means that the
predicted future can change if the subconscious beliefs about it change. But it works
individually also, on a more micro level, like moment by moment if you just switch your
consciousness.
As explained by Richard Bartlett of Matrix Energetics, if you jump into a different
“morphic field” you enter into a new reality, with different rules that apply to it, and
different potential outcomes. Any time you take on a different perspective or identity…
live from a different reality, person, place, thing… instantly your life around you
changes. The Universe now recognizes you as that new energetic pattern, and will adapt
to your new subconscious beliefs.
The problem is that so many people are unaware that this is how life works, and they
believe that the future prophecies cannot be changed. This is terrible, because these
prophecies are self-fulfilling. They will become true simply because the people want
them to. If they truly do not want them to come into fruition, they need to stop
believing that they will. It’s as simple as that.
This takes away the idea of slavery of any kind that you may feel, think, or actually be in.
By changing your beliefs and the morphic fields that you are in, you can instantly start
creating a pathway out of your imprisonments. It instantly removes you from any type
of mental confinement, and allows you to have new potentials that can help free you
from any physical ones.
This is real magic, my friends.

